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Can You Persuade
Without Manipulating?
By Angela Civitella

P

eople who are effective in sales, persuade.
They do not, I repeat, do not manipulate. But
really, what is the difference between the
two? Aren’t they the same? A challenging question,
isn’t it? But it’s a good one for sure and in fact, the
differences are eye opening.
Just the facts
Whether you are trying to persuade or manipulate, in both cases you are trying to get someone to
buy into something they would not normally do or
think of, without being influenced.
Persuasion and manipulation are, in a sense cousins, good cousin and evil cousin. After all, both are
based on certain principles of human nature, human
action and interaction.
People who excel at persuasion and manipulation
have a keen understanding as to the rules that apply
to both, but more importantly, they know how to use
them. That’s why you need to be weary of someone
who you know is bad to the bone, yet an expert at
people skills. In essence, the principles are the same,
but the results could not be more different.

the opposite. In contrast to the manipulator, the persuader seeks to enhance the self-esteem of the other
party. The result is that people respond better
because they are treated as responsible, self-directing individuals.”
See? Change the intention and you get different
results. People who try to persuade are in it to help.
On the other hand, however, people who try to
manipulate are out to hurt you.
How do you catch a manipulator?
Manipulators almost always cause pain, and if
pain isn’t the outcome, they most certainly don’t
care about if that does happen. The manipulator is
continued on Page 2

What is the difference?
Yup, you got it, intention. Experts have provided
the following explanation:
“Manipulation aims at control, not cooperation.
It results in a win/lose situation. It does not consider the good of the other party. Persuasion is just
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Healthy Recipe: Cranberry-Raspberry Relish
INGREDIENTS:

DIRECTIONS:

• One 12-ounce package fresh cranberries
 Pulse cranberries in a food
• ½ cup granulated sugar
processor
until coarsely chopped.
• ½ cup crystallized ginger, minced
Transfer to a medium bowl. Stir in
• 3 cups raspberries (2 pints), fresh or
frozen (not thawed)
sugar and crystallized ginger. Gently

NUTRITIONAL VALUE:
• Calories per serving: 58
• Carbohydrates: 15 g.
• Protein: 0 g.
• Sodium: 2 mg.
• Fat: 0 g.
• Fiber: 2 g.

stir in raspberries. It’s fine to crush
some of them.

 Cover and refrigerate for at least
3 hours to combine the flavors.
Tip: Cover and refrigerate for up to
1 week.
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Questions and Answers

Are Christmas
Gifts Out of Date?
Q: My office draws names out
of a hat and you buy the person
you picked an inexpensive ($10
or so) gift. Some employees like
it, while others would rather skip
this holiday practice and use the
money for an office party instead.
Thoughts?
A: This is a tough one that can
only be answered on a case-bycase basis. Just how many people
enjoy the practice? Could your
boss distribute a survey to find
out exactly? Perhaps more important, how does your boss feel
about the practice? If he/she is
gung-ho about it, you may as
well get used to the idea.
But if gift-giving is just something your workplace has always
done, out of habit more than
something your workmates enjoy
doing it is likely time for a
change. Observe your colleagues.
Ask around. The majority should
rule. 
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self-focused, and only in it to promote their own self-interest. They
do only what they feel is for their own benefit and, if someone must
suffer as a result, then so be it.
The truth is, it’s not only negative for a good life practice, it is
absolutely counterproductive for your business life. Manipulators
collect employees, but never excel at putting a team together.
They can have customers, but it’s usually the revolving door kind.
Referrals? You can forget that, not happening.
And, if ever discovered, well, it’s like having a front row seat and
watching your career die a slow death. In their personal lives,
manipulators can have family and friends, but never have any fulfillment or happiness that drives from them.
So, what is the difference?
Yes, both persuaders and manipulators know the how and why
of human motivation. And, both use their knowledge to cause the
action they desire a person to take. However, the crucial difference between the two is that while manipulators use that knowledge to their advantage only, the persuader uses it to
the other person’s advantage.
Summary
Ultimately, your influence and ability to persuade is determined
by how abundantly you place other people’s interests first. If you
are like me, I truly believe that we get back what we put out.
When you set out to help make a difference for someone else, it’s
a reciprocal behavior that’s going to come back and reward you
over and over again. 
Angela Civitella is a certified business coach and founder of INTINDE
http://intinde.com/
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